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ABSTRACT 
Recruitment preparation is the process of getting ready to pursue employment and the 
associated feeling and actual level of readiness to do well in the job search. This study explores 
the recruitment preparation differences between professional business fraternities and social Greek 
organizations through a survey and expert interviews. The results show that business fraternities 
are significantly better at recruitment preparation, particularly when it comes to technical question 
preparation, resumes/cover letters, and industry mentoring, but not when it comes to networking 
or fit question preparation. The recruitment preparation in both groups were shown to be 
differentiated from other activities in which members were involved, with business fraternity 
preparation being more differentiated then social Greek organization preparation. Further 
segmentation of the data by industry, gender, ethnicity, etc., along with interview insights, add 
nuance to the overall findings and further the understanding of how and why these trends exist. 
 
Keywords: recruitment preparation; Greek life; professional business fraternity; sorority; 
industry mentorship 
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INTRODUCTION 
 At colleges and universities around the world, undergraduate students are currently 
recruiting to join the workforce post-graduation. It can be a stressful and difficult time for some as 
the expectation to succeed is high. Perhaps due to the high stakes involved, there have been 
numerous studies that seek to analyze determinants of career success, looking at internships, 
athletic participation, and other extracurricular activities. However, these studies focus on results 
– income, job satisfaction, time to obtain the job – but few, if any, focus on recruitment preparation, 
the process of getting ready to pursue employment and the associated feeling and actual level of 
readiness to do well in the job search. This study seeks to evaluate recruitment preparation as this 
portion of the process is under the complete control of the applicant as opposed to career success 
and thus is more pertinent to the job-seeker.  
For better or for worse, different activities on college campuses aid in preparation to 
varying degrees. This study seeks to evaluate Greek organizations as they often formally or 
informally help prepare their members for the recruitment process. While many research studies 
have historically analyzed Greek organizations and their impact on college life, this study is not 
comparing Greek life to non-Greek life but subsegments of Greek life to each other, specifically 
professional business fraternities and social Greek organizations, something that has not yet been 
done. However, it is important that this distinction is made as different types of Greek 
organizations serve different purposes and are not homogenous in nature.  
Business fraternities, one of several types of professional fraternities, are co-ed 
organizations that seek to assist their members in business-related professional development. They 
differ from social Greek organizations that do not promote any specific discipline but were created 
purely with the intent to socialize.  
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This study seeks to explore the recruitment preparation differences between business 
fraternities and social Greek organizations and to see how differences between these Greek 
subgroups impact member recruitment preparation. The study does this through a survey that asks 
respondents, comprised of Greek life alumni and undergraduate juniors and seniors at the 
University of Pennsylvania, to answer questions about the impact of their Greek organization on 
key aspects of the recruitment process such as technical and fit interview preparation and resume 
and cover letter writing, as well as how this preparation differs from other activities in which the 
respondents were involved. Other questions regarding the level of professional focus and the extent 
to which members joined their fraternity or sorority for professional reasons were also asked to 
provide context for the analysis. Questions related to the impact of the fraternity/sorority on “career 
skills” (see literature review) were also included. These results were then supplemented by 
interviews with members of Greek organizations to provide reasons and qualitative support for the 
results.  
The results show that business fraternities are significantly better at recruitment preparation, 
particularly when it comes to technical question preparation, resumes/cover letters, and industry 
mentoring, but not when it comes to networking or fit question preparation. The recruitment 
preparation in both groups were shown to be somewhat differentiated from other activities in 
which members were involved, with business fraternity preparation being more differentiated then 
social Greek organization preparation. Business fraternities also have greater influence over the 
industry that their members choose to pursue with both groups having similar levels of satisfaction 
with the recruitment outcome. However, social Greek organizations averaged higher scores on 
career skills although only “Creative Thinking” yielded a statistically significant result. When the 
data was segmented further to break down respondents by industry, school (business school or 
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non-business school), gender, graduation year, ethnicity, citizenship, and, for social Greek 
organizations, culture-oriented and non-culture-oriented Greek groups, the paper found underlying 
trends that contextualize the overall findings and further the understanding of how certain 
membership characteristics affect levels of recruitment preparation.  
Overall, the hope of this study is to provide undergraduate students looking to join a Greek 
organization with new tools to make an informed decision on what type of Greek organization to 
pursue while setting the stage for future research to be done on other subsegments of Greek life.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
The Importance of Recruiting 
The promise of improved career prospects has long been a calling card of colleges and 
universities. Boyer (1987) found that 90% of one thousand surveyed college-bound high school 
seniors went to college “to have a more satisfying career,” followed by an almost equal percentage 
by the hope that college would prepare them “for a specific occupation,” and to “get a better job” 
(Boyer 1987, 11). Today, one would be hard-pressed to find an institution without some office of 
career planning and placement that assists students in their search for a job post-graduation.  
Recruitment Preparation 
For the purposes of this study, recruitment preparation is defined as the process of getting 
ready to pursue employment and the associated feeling and actual level of readiness to do well in 
the job search. For this study, it was measured after the recruiting season (i.e. juniors, seniors, and 
alumni) as applicants by this point in time should have a better feel for whether or not they were 
truly prepared for the process. Recruitment preparation can be broken down into a variety of 
segments including technical interview skills, fit interview skills, networking, resume and/or cover 
letter writing, and general industry knowledge.  
This definition of recruitment preparation is used as there has been little research done 
looking at recruitment preparation and an accepted definition has not been developed as of the 
writing of this paper.  
Recruitment Preparation and Career Success 
When analyzing undergraduates entering the workforce, many studies choose to focus on 
career success as opposed to recruitment preparation. Over the years, career success has largely 
been defined by extrinsic and intrinsic factors. Extrinsic factors are rewards given to an individual 
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such as promotions, compensation, and benefits, while intrinsic success involves rewards 
experienced by the workers themselves such as satisfaction with coworkers, managers, and the 
overall job (Hunt, Chonko, and Wood 1986). Early extrinsic success was defined through three 
reward measures by Gault, Redington, and Schlager (2000): time to obtain one’s first full-time 
position, starting income, and current income. The study analyzed the impact of undergraduate 
business internships on career success, finding that undergraduates who had an internship under 
their belt experienced less time to obtain one’s job, increased monetary compensation, and greater 
overall job satisfaction (Gault, Redington, and Schlager, 2000).  
In 2013, Sauer, Desmond, and Heintzelman looked specifically at the impact of athletic 
participation on early career success, focusing on the impact of emotional intelligence and 
mentoring as they decided that these variables were most likely to be affected by a person’s 
experience outside of the classroom, particularly in athletics. They analyzed collegiate athletics 
through the lens of human capital and found that participants in athletics scored higher on both 
mentoring metrics and emotional intelligence metrics and had higher salaries than non-athletes for 
the first ten years of their careers. However, gender played a key role, with only men experiencing 
higher mentoring and emotional metrics than their non-athletic counterparts with female student-
athletes and non-athletes scoring the same (Sauer, Desmond, and Heintzelman 2013). 
A 2011 study by Johnson and Eby also considered the effects of demographics such as 
marital status, socioeconomic status, age, and race, finding that socioeconomic status and skin tone 
did not have a significant relationship with career success. 
Historically, researchers have also used career skill development to evaluate how certain 
activities contribute to career success. The way these skills are broken down is ever-evolving with 
new perspectives and ways of grouping skillsets. In 1990, Kelley and Gaedeke investigated 
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perceived hiring criteria from both employer and student perspectives for entry-level marketing 
positions, finding that overall, oral communication, enthusiasm/motivation, and self-confidence 
were most important. Written communication skills and interpersonal communication also came 
up frequently in the open-ended response feedback (Kelley and Gaedeke 1990). In 1996, Karakaya 
and Karakaya looked at employer expectations from a business education program point-of-view 
and found that subject area expertise, ability to work cooperatively in a team, writing skills, and 
verbal skills were the four attributes employers looked for most. Gauly, Redington, and Schlager 
(2000) grouped these skills and others together into four categories: communication, academic, 
leadership and job acquisition skills.  
While there is some overlap between recruitment preparation and career success, and it is 
useful to know how past research has approached recruitment and career preparation, this study 
diverges away from what has historically been done and focuses on recruitment preparation for 
several reasons.  
The primary reason is because several Greek organizations did not wish to be evaluated 
based on the extrinsic success metrics outlined in past research studies. As the lack of participation 
by one of these Greek groups would have significantly impacted the sample size of the survey, the 
focus of the project shifted to the recruitment preparation process.  
Additionally, it is easier to control for recruitment preparation than career success. This is 
because recruitment preparation is more perception-based and measures the experience of being 
in the fraternity or sorority while career success measures the result. Because of this, career success 
is much more exposed to the possibility of self-selection bias, where high-achieving students join 
professional fraternities rather than social fraternities and sororities or vice versa. As a result, the 
career success of certain Greek life types may be higher than their counterparts, but this result is 
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more correlation than causation as the members would be more inclined to do well from the 
beginning. One would have to control for factors such as GPA which is difficult to obtain and 
almost impossible to verify with schools.  
Furthermore, when looking at extrinsic success factors such as time to obtain one’s first 
full-time position, starting income, and current income, it is possible that these characteristics are 
not what the fraternity/sorority members’ value. For those that enter the investment banking 
industry in particular, which comprises are a significant number of responses, prestige and exit 
opportunities tend to have a higher importance than salary as often investment bankers leave for 
private equity or hedge funds after they complete their two-year analyst stint and thus see 
investment banking as a stepping stone in their career path. It is not uncommon for job applicants 
to choose a lower-paying job that has other more attractive perks like location, learning 
opportunities, or exit opportunities. Thus, it is difficult to evaluate career success as fraternity and 
sorority members define success for themselves (DeChesare 2008).  
In contrast, recruitment preparation looks at how well the fraternity/sorority prepares its 
members for the recruitment process based on the perception of its members. Where the member 
goes to work and for what reasons do not matter. What matters is how members feel their 
respective Greek organization prepared them for the process. Because the survey is targeting only 
those who have gone through the recruitment process, the feeling of preparation reflects the actual 
level of preparedness fairly well. One can argue how well an organization prepares its members 
and not the amount of career success is the more important question for college freshmen and/or 
sophomores looking to join a Greek group. A group can laud the success of an alumnus, but if it 
cannot prove that the success is tied to the member’s participation in the organization, then the 
success becomes less impactful. It is more important that an alumnus believe his or her success is 
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tied to participation in a Greek organization than an alumnus who might be more successful by the 
career success standard but does not attribute anything to participation in his or her Greek 
organization.  
Overview of Greek Life and Business Fraternities 
Since 1776, with the founding of Phi Beta Kappa at the College of William and Mary, 
Greek life has had a presence on college campuses with approximately 10% of students 
participating in these organizations (The History of Phi Beta Kappa; McClain, Sampson, Lenz, 
and Reardon 2015). The creation of professional fraternities, fraternities focused on development 
in a specific discipline, quickly followed with the founding of the medical professional fraternity 
Kappa Lambda Society of Aesculapius in 1819 at Transylvania University (Alpha Rho Chi). 
Business-focused professional fraternities began appearing on campuses in 1904 with the founding 
of Alpha Kappa Psi, followed in 1907 by Delta Sigma Pi, and in 1924 by Phi Gamma Nu and Phi 
Chi Theta (AKPsi’s History; Our Story and Purpose; National Business Fraternity of Phi Gamma 
Nu; About Us). Originally, all four business fraternities were single sex organizations with Phi 
Gamma Nu and Phi Chi Theta being women-only and Alpha Kappa Psi and Delta Sigma Pi being 
men-only, but following the passage of Title IX legislation in 1974, membership in these 
fraternities became open to all genders. These four business fraternities are part of the Professional 
Fraternity Association, created in 1978 following the merger of the Professional Interfraternity 
Conference (professional men’s fraternities) and Professional Panhellenic Association 
(professional women’s sororities) (History – Professional Fraternity Association). 
Cultural Social Greek Organizations  
 While this study looks at social Greek and business Greek organizations, the social Greek 
side is not homogenous. Although the general function of all social Greek organizations is not to 
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promote any specific discipline but to purely socialize and create a community, at many colleges, 
there are culturally-based fraternities and sororities that are geared toward minority groups such 
as the African American, Latino, and Asian Pacific Islander Desi communities. In general, these 
organizations are smaller than their social counterparts. At the University of Pennsylvania, where 
the study is conducted, the average size of culture-based Greek groups is 13 members with social 
fraternities, the vast majority of which belong to the North-American Interfraternity Conference, 
averaging 51 members and social sororities, part of the National Panhellenic Conference, 
averaging 175 members (Organizations to join).  
Perceptions and Effects of Greek Life 
The perception and effects of Greek life has been mixed. On the negative side, Malaney 
(1990) found that Greek life lessened the opportunity of meeting people diverse in race, religion, 
and ethnicity and described how some colleges such as Amherst, Colby, Franklin and Marshall, 
and Williams Colleges have banned fraternities and sororities from their respective campuses.  
Capone, Wood, Borsari, and Laird (2007) found that over the first two years of college, male 
gender and involvement in the Greek system were associated with greater alcohol use and 
problems, and Kuh and Lyons in their 1990 work discussed the hazing that occurs during the 
pledge process that denigrates and sometimes even threatens the lives of the pledges. A 
questionnaire distributed by Wilder, Hoyt, Surbeck, and Wilder (1986) saw Greeks overall score 
lower than their counterparts on all five metrics which included family independence, cultural 
sophistication, peer independence, liberalism, and social conscience. Asel, Seifert, and Pascarella 
(2009) also found a modest negative relationship between Greek life and semester grades in senior 
year. This finding was corroborated in a 2017 study by Mara, David, and Schmidt that found that 
fraternity membership lowered a student’s GPA by approximately 0.25 points. 
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However, there are also notable benefits to being a part of a Greek organization: 
professional development, community service, a social community to ease the adjustment to 
college life, and opportunity for improved academic performance (Advantages of Greek Life). The 
study by Mara, David, and Schmidt (2017) that found fraternity membership lowered GPA by 0.25 
also found that it boosted future income by 36% due to increased social capital. A fraternity or 
sorority has the capacity to be a caring and supportive community with the opportunity to practice 
leadership, interpersonal skills, and safely explore and develop an identity (Advantages of Greek 
Life). Pike and Askew (1990) found that Greeks exert greater effort, participate more in clubs and 
student professional organizations, and have higher levels of interaction with other students, 
although the study notes that the findings cannot be used to infer causality.  The 2009 study by Asel, 
Seifert, and Pascarella also provided evidence that found Greek members in their first and last 
years of college had the same likelihood as independents of participating in a cultural or social 
awareness workshop and political or social issues debate or lecture, somewhat challenging the 
findings of Wilder, Hoyt, Surbeck, and Wilder (1986).  
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METHODOLOGY 
 There were two parts to evaluating the research prompt. The first was a survey. The second 
was interviews which were used to support the survey findings.  
Survey Structure 
 The survey was comprised of 31 questions that took approximately eight minutes to 
complete. The survey can be broken down into five sections.  
 The first part addressed key high-level questions. Questions pertained to the amount of 
influence the organization had on the industry the respondent ended up pursuing, the overall impact 
on recruitment, the extent to which professional development played a role in joining the Greek 
organization, the level of professional focus of the organization, and the overall satisfaction with 
the recruitment decision.  
 The second part asked the respondent to assess the impact being in a Greek organization 
had on several key recruitment-related items including technical and fit interview skills, 
networking, resume/cover letters, and general pre-professional advice. 
 The third part sought to analyze how the impact asked about in part two differentiated as 
compared to other activities in which the respondent may have been involved. The section first 
asked for the number of activities that helped in the recruitment process besides the Greek 
organization. It then asked for how the respondent’s Greek organization compared to these 
activities on the basis of the key metrics asked about in part two with an additional question about 
overall recruitment preparation.  
 The fourth section sought to better quantify the impact of the Greek organization by asking 
the respondent to estimate how many times they received interview preparation such as mock 
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interviews, resume/cover letter reviews, networking opportunities and mentoring opportunities 
broken out by academic and industry related advice. The responses ranged from “Never” to “7+.”  
 The final section was inspired by Gault, Redington, and Schlager’s study on undergraduate 
business internships and career success. In their paper, they identify thirteen skills related to career 
success and break them down into four sections: academic skills, communication skills, 
interpersonal skills, and job acquisition skills. The survey used in this study modifies this list 
slightly, adding skills/qualities that have the potential, based on the literature review, to be 
developed within a Greek organization such as “Developing Other Positive Aspects of Myself” 
and “Attention to Detail.” This section was designed to be more forward looking. While this study 
focuses on recruitment preparation and not career success, it is important to also get a sense of 
whether Greek organizations prepare its members for success once the job has been acquired even 
if this study does not explicitly measure such success.  
 The survey also recorded demographic information such as the industry the respondent 
went into post-graduation, graduation year, area of study, gender, citizenship status, and GPA. 
These demographics were then used to break down the responses to see how subgroups differed 
from other groups within the business or social fraternity/sorority and as compared to the 
corresponding group in the opposite Greek group. It also asks for how many Greek organizations 
the person was a part of and if it is greater than one, informs the respondent to answer all questions 
based on the Greek organization they listed first.  
Distribution 
 The survey was distributed electronically to alumni and current juniors and seniors. The 
targeted population was the three professional business fraternities under the Wharton 
Undergraduate Division and the 49 social fraternities and sororities housed under the Office of 
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Fraternity and Sorority Life. However, because there was no listserv readily available, the survey 
was first sent to the chapter heads of each Greek organization who were in charge of distributing 
it through their respective listservs. Current juniors and seniors were selected as most either have 
internships that will likely translate to full-time jobs or have full-time jobs already and can thus 
best speak toward the recruiting experience.  
 Several steps were taken to ensure maximum survey response including an individual raffle 
as well as a prize for the fraternity/sorority with the highest number of responses. At the time, both 
prizes were deemed significant enough to entice a sufficient number of responses. 
Expert Interviews 
A total of six interviews were conducted with current and past Greek organization members. 
Respondents were contacted based on their indication to be interviewed in the survey. Three of the 
six were with interviewees who were both a part of a business fraternity and a social 
fraternity/sorority. One was conducted with a member of a social fraternity, another with a social 
sorority, and the last with a member of a business fraternity. Questions concerned the reasons for 
joining a Greek organization, the pros and cons of being a member, and the recruitment preparation 
received. The questions varied slightly depending on the interviewee’s Greek organization type. 
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ANALYSIS 
Survey Data and Demographics 
The survey was distributed by the presidents of registered sororities and fraternities. In 
total, thirteen fraternities and sororities participated - the three business fraternities on campus, and 
ten social fraternities and sororities - yielding 88 usable responses. Usable responses were based 
on completion and answering “Somewhat disagree” on a question explicitly saying to select this 
option. This question was meant to filter people “going through the motions” and not actually 
reading the questions. The 88 responses were split evenly between professional and social groups 
at 44 apiece. These responses were then coded with most questions on a scale of 1-5 with 1 being 
a “Disagree,” “Significant negative influence,” or “Extremely dissatisfied,” 3 being a neutral 
“Neither agree nor disagree,” “None at all,” or “Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied,” and 5 being an 
“Agree,” “Significant positive influence,” or “Extremely satisfied.” For questions asking about an 
actual number of recruitment preparation opportunities, these were kept on a scale of 0-7 with “7+” 
responses normalized to 7. One question about rating the professional focus of the organization 
was scaled out of 4 based on four answer choices in the survey. In the analysis, the count for each 
question varies slightly due to the fact that some questions were not answerable for respondents 
who did not pursue full time jobs immediately out of college and also because respondents who 
recorded a “0” for the number of other activities that helped in the recruitment process were 
removed in part three of the analysis which asked for the level of differentiation for non-Greek 
activities when it came to recruitment preparation.  
The survey accounted for several demographics including industry post-graduation (or 
intended industry post-graduation depending on whether or not the person filling out the survey 
was still a student). The most popular industries for the business fraternities was finance at 47.7%. 
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This was mainly comprised of members going into investment banking (31.8% of total responses). 
and 20.7% went into consulting. While this statistic may seem high, these jobs are also popular 
among Penn college students in general. According to the Wharton Undergraduate Class of 2016 
Career Plans Survey Report, 27.6% of graduates went into the investment banking industry and 
46.9% into a finance-related field. According to the 2016 University of Pennsylvania Career Plans 
Survey Report, 25% of graduates went into a finance-related field with no investment banking 
breakdown given. This suggests that these statistics are not abnormal and are a few percentage 
points higher than the general fields typical students pursue at Penn post-graduation. Given that 
the subsection of the Penn population was business fraternity members and finance is an industry 
where technical preparation and networking is key, it is not surprising that the results show slightly 
higher percentages of business fraternity members going into finance compared to the university 
norm. It is plausible that many joined the fraternity to break into this field as the survey results 
indicate that business fraternity members have a significantly higher likelihood of joining their 
fraternity for professional reasons than their social counterparts. The second and third most popular 
industries were consulting (25.0%) and Technology (6.8%). This is relative to the 20.7% and 13.0% 
percentages of business school graduates who obtained jobs in these fields post-college (Wharton 
Undergraduate Career Plans). The overall 2016 graduating class saw 17% and 15% of the class 
heading into consulting and technology, respectively (University of Pennsylvania Career Plans). 
 Social fraternity and sororities similarly had 47.7% of respondents heading into a finance-
related field1 with 18.2% going into investment banking. 13.6% indicated “Other” as an industry 
                                                 
1 Figure calculated by taking the sum of those graduates going into Investment Banking, 
Investment Management, Private Equity, Hedge Fund, Venture Capital, and Diversified 
Financial Services. This amount could be higher based on classifications of Real Estate and 
Insurance as finance-related, which would have increased the sum by 3.8%. 
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of choice while Consulting and Education were the third most popular options with both seeing 
9.1% of respondents heading into these fields. Compared to the business fraternities, social Greek 
groups seem slightly less but still strongly focused on the finance industry but with more 
diversified interest outside of finance. This is expected as a lower percentage of respondents 
indicated they studied at the business school. For social sororities and fraternities, 46.5% were 
affiliated with the business school compared to 75% affiliation in the business fraternities. 61.4% 
of social sororities and fraternities were associated with the College of Arts and Sciences with 4.5% 
affiliated with the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences and 2.3% affiliated with Penn 
Nursing. One respondent did not want to disclose his/her school. 15.9% of social Greek 
organization respondents pursued degrees in more than one school.  
 Business fraternities saw 29.5% affiliation with the College of Arts and Sciences, 13.6% 
affiliation with the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, and 2.3% affiliation with the 
Nursing School with 20.5% affiliated with more than one school.  
 In terms of area of study, business fraternity respondents mainly studied finance (26.5%), 
operations, information and decisions (13.2%) and marketing (9.6%). Social sororities and 
fraternities saw 19.6% of respondents studying finance and a four-way tie with 5.4% of 
respondents studying either International Relations, Economics, Biology, or Philosophy, Politics, 
and Economics (PPE). This indicates that there is more diversified areas of study within social 
fraternities and sororities as compared to business fraternities.  
 Other demographic information includes gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity, citizenship, 
graduation year, and GPA. Within business fraternities, 52.2% and 47.8% were female and male, 
respectively. Just 4.5% belonged identified as LGBTQ. 70.5% were US citizens with 27.3% non-
US, and 2.3% preferring not to say. 59.1% of respondents identified as at least partially of Asian 
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descent with 40.9% identifying as at least partially white. The rest were either Hispanic or Latino, 
Black or African American, or preferred not to say.  
 Within social fraternities and sororities, more men than women filled out the survey (59.1% 
to 40.9%). 6.8% identified as being LGBTQ, 2.3% preferred not to say, and 90.9% did not identify 
as LGBTQ. Somewhat surprisingly, as it seemed that social fraternities and sororities were more 
diverse spaces than business fraternities, only 4.5% of respondents claimed to have non-US 
citizenship compared to 27.3% in business fraternities. This could be because the business school 
is more international than the rest of the university (19% versus 15.9% based on Class of 2021 
figures) and more business school students translates to more international representation in the 
business fraternities (Class Profile; Incoming Class Profile). 45.5% of respondents identified as 
Asian while 34.1% identified as white and 22.7% as either Black or African American or Hispanic 
or Latino.  
 Additionally, of the 44 responses from social fraternities and sororities, 26 came from 
culturally-based Greek groups. The largest minority group represented was Asian followed by 
Black or African American responses.  
 Finally, business fraternity respondents graduated/expect to graduate between 2006 and 
2019 with 36.4% current students and 63.6% alumni. Of the 44 business fraternity respondents, 28 
(63.6%) chose to disclose GPA. The max was 3.9, the minimum a 3.2 and the average a 3.625 with 
a 25% and 75% quartile spread of 3.5-3.8. In contrast, social Greek group responses ranged from 
2004 to 2019 with 18 of 44 (40.9%) as alumni and 59.1% as current students. Of the 44 social 
group responses, 23 disclosed GPA (52.3%) with an average of 3.417 with a 25% and 75% quartile 
spread of 3.3-3.7, a significant lower result assuming an alpha of 0.05. However, while GPAs may 
be different, its effect on the study is minimal. The study analyzes how people perceive their career 
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recruitment preparation in these two groups, not the results of the recruitment process. GPA is less 
impactful on how a person feels his/her fraternity/sorority prepared them for the process, even if 
the questions were asked after the recruiting process has ended. However, the other demographic 
information tracked may have some impact on the experiences and preparation levels of 
fraternity/sorority members, which will be discussed further.  
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Overall Impact  
When analyzing the data purely comparing the business fraternity data set and the social 
sorority/fraternity data set, several factors stick out from an overall perspective. 
First, both organizations have a positive influence over the industry a member chooses to 
pursue. Business fraternities have a stronger influence (see Table 1) which could impact the 
diversity of industry as discussed in the demographics portion of the paper. However, the 
correlation table presented in Appendix A also shows a 21% correlation between satisfaction with 
one’s job and the influence of a fraternity/sorority over the industry the respondent eventually 
pursues, both for business and social Greek organizations. This indicates that while a Greek 
organization may foster a sense of groupthink, the end decision may be a good one for the member. 
The slight negative correlation (-11.6% for business and -15.0% for social) between joining for 
professional reasons and influence over industry decision suggests a groupthink effect in both 
organizations as members unsure about what industry to pursue are more likely to be convinced 
of pursuing a job in an industry as a result of their Greek organization. This sentiment is reflected 
within several of the expert interview testimonies with a graduate of one of the business fraternities 
saying: 
 “Part of it for me was I wasn’t really sure what I wanted to do. When I heard about what 
other brothers were doing I thought ‘okay I’ll give it a try.’”  
Second, as expected, business fraternity members are significantly more likely than their 
social counterparts to join for professional reasons and agree with the statement “If I did not join 
my Greek organization, I would not have received the offer I ended up taking.” While both groups 
seemed to shy away from this statement - the average for professional groups was 3.024, an 
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average response of “Neither agree nor disagree,” business fraternity members appear to attribute 
more of their recruitment success to their fraternity.  
Third, when asked about the overall impact on recruiting, both groups confirmed that Greek 
life provided a slightly positive to significant positive influence over their recruiting endeavors. 
Professional fraternities had a mean of 4.643, a score that lies between “Significant” and “Slight” 
positive influence, with social groups coming up significantly lower but still above a “Slight” 
positive influence. This was a surprise as the question directs the reader to consider the “effects of 
the pledging process” in italicized text. Assuming the average respondent considered the pledging 
process and still rates the overall impact as between slight and significant positive influence is a 
sign that Greek life, at least at a high level, results in higher career recruitment preparation.  
Several expert testimonies shed some light on the pledging process for social and business 
Greek organizations. For social fraternities, pledging was comprised of “dumb stuff” such as 
drinking or pushups. Social sorority pledging similarly did not include professional development 
but included activities like memorizing the Greek alphabet and building social bonds. Business 
fraternity pledging was a lot more intense from an academic perspective and included professional 
tasks such as presentations and essays.  
Finally, not only do business fraternities score higher on overall influence, they also score 
higher on differentiation as compared to the other activities when it came to recruitment. When 
asked whether or not they agreed with the idea that the overall recruitment preparation experience 
was different compared to other activities, respondents in business fraternities had a significantly 
higher agreement with the statement than those in social Greek groups.  
The fact that all these high-level metrics are significantly higher in professional fraternities 
than social fraternities and sororities suggests that professional fraternities have greater influence 
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and positive impact over their social counterparts when it comes to recruiting for jobs. This makes 
sense, as when asked about the level of professional focus of the member’s Greek group, business 
fraternity respondents rated their Greek organization as being between “Moderately professional” 
and “Extremely professional” whereas social Greek groups feel between “Moderately professional” 
and “Slightly professional,” a statistically significant difference. For many interviewees, it was 
this culture of professionalism that drove the differences in the observed career recruitment 
preparation.  
However, it is important to note that respondents in both groups reported being generally 
satisfied with their recruiting decision, which indicates that while there may be differences 
between the organization, the end result is similar. Unfortunately, unlike many studies in the 
literature review, this study did not measure the career success of respondents, and thus the paper 
is unable to distinguish whether or not the satisfaction is due to career success being similar or due 
to expectation setting in these organizations which allow respondents to be satisfied with, from an 
extrinsic career success perspective, less successful recruiting results.  
High Level Differences Based on Expert Testimonials 
Expert testimonials served to highlight the main differences between the two types of 
Greek organizations. At a very high level, it is all about the culture of the organizations. 
Testimonials highlighted that cultures vary widely between business fraternities and within social 
fraternities and sororities, making it difficult to make statements across all groups. However, 
several recounted experiences, especially from interviewees who participated both in business and 
social fraternities/sororities, had common themes. In business fraternities, the culture appears split 
between social and professional with professional development being a “pillar” or goal of the 
group. One alumna recounts how she could grab a drink with her business fraternity while still 
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asking professional-based questions. In contrast, social Greek organizations have no 
institutionalized professional portion meaning the purpose and intent is purely social. While there 
are networking benefits and upperclassmen are great resources for underclassmen going through 
recruiting, the lack of program coupled with diversity of professional interests makes things more 
“hit or miss” when seeking people out for help. The same alumna described how she could have 
sought professional help in her sorority but there was a lower percentage interested in the fields 
that she wanted to pursue meaning the “hit rate” was lower.  
However, this purely social aspect of social Greek organizations also has its benefits, 
including what one testimonial referred to as “lighter” interactions without a professional angle. 
Testimonies highlighted that social fraternities and sororities also had broader social activities. 
Whereas business fraternities were reported to have a trip or party every so often, social Greek 
organizations had activities every other weekend. It was also reported that social Greek groups 
took the philanthropic side of Greek life more seriously and committed to more service projects 
than business fraternities. However, more research is required to validate this claim.  
When compared to other organizations such as an investment club on campus, an alumna 
mentioned that a person could get their resume reviewed but it is the community aspect of Greek 
organization that is the differentiating factor.  
“The community aspect really cements that bond more and people care what happens to 
you more. I think there’s a level of connection that makes people want to go to bat for you. I have 
especially found that as an alumni, I’ve relied on people to help me get interviews whereas if I 
belonged to a finance club, I wouldn’t have that same level of connection.”  
Interview Preparation and Resume/Cover Letter 
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Both groups reported high marks on technical and fit interview skills as well as 
resume/cover letter preparation (between “slight” and “significant” positive influences) indicating 
both groups sufficiently prepare its members in these areas. However, from the results, it is evident 
that professional fraternities place higher emphasis on technical interview skills than social groups. 
On the correlation tables in Appendix A and B there is a 67% correlation between technical skill 
preparation and overall recruitment preparation in business fraternities versus a 30% in social 
Greek organizations. For both business and social Greek organizations, the correlation between 
impact on resume/cover letter and overall recruitment impact are approximately the same at 49% 
and 46%, respectively. While the responses indicate that business fraternities positively impact 
resume/cover letter preparation more so than social fraternities/sororities at the 1% threshold level, 
where respondents saw more value was in the technical preparation. This is also shown when 
looking at fit interview skill correlation numbers against overall recruitment preparation which sit 
at 41% and 45%, respectively for business and social groups. This second result is in-line with the 
findings in the survey data of higher ratings for the impact social Greek organizations have on fit 
interview skills as compared to technical interview skill preparation (average of 4.295 for fit and 
4.023 for technical), a relationship that is flipped in the business fraternity responses (4.477 for fit 
and 4.568 for technical). While the change itself is not significant, the fact that the averages are 
moving in different directions deserves some attention. 
There are several explanations for why technical interview skills are emphasized more than 
resume/cover letter reviews and fit interview skills. The first and second explanation relate 
specifically to fit interview skills and the third helps explain both as well as the reverse trend 
between fit and technical questions for business fraternities than social Greek organizations.  
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The first explanation is that it is inherently more difficult to teach fit questions. In 
interviews, it is difficult to pretend to fit in. One can prepare strengths and weaknesses, anecdotes 
about leadership and working in a team, but this knowledge is more intuitive than explicitly taught. 
Even if it is taught, beyond teaching the questions, it is difficult to help one develop a story since 
a person know him or herself best. Thus, in the context of a pre-professional organization, the 
focus shifts toward what can be taught, and that is fit questions.  
The second explanation is that technical skills are harder to learn (while being easier to 
teach). While fit questions are difficult to develop with the help of others and may actually be 
better developing by oneself, learning technical skills like programming or discounted cash flow 
analysis is more difficult than talking about past experiences. Thus, there is a greater desire for 
teaching technical questions as these questions are not people-specific and are easier to learn from 
people who understand the concepts themselves. Additionally, teaching technical skills can be 
more validating for the teacher as the results are more tangible. For technical questions, an 
interviewee either gets it or he/she does not. For fit questions, any answer can be acceptable as 
long as it is compelling. Thus, there is a higher observability when teaching technicals than fit 
questions preparation.  
This idea is also somewhat applicable to resume and cover letter writing as there are 
industry expectations, formatting, and tips that can be taught and also the factor of observability 
with previous iterations of resumes and cover letters to reference. Thus, while business fraternities 
clearly prioritize technical interview skills, there is still a large focus on resume/cover letter writing 
in business fraternities. This focus is also due to the fact that a good resume is often what gets an 
applicant an interview, often the hardest part in the recruitment process as one needs to differentiate 
him/herself from thousands of competing applications. It does not make sense to interview prep if 
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one cannot get an interview. Business fraternities may recognize this and thus focus on 
resumes/cover letters more to increase the probability of getting an interview. When respondents 
were asked to count how many times they received “Interview Preparation (i.e. mock interviews)” 
and “Resume/Cover Letter Reviews,” business fraternities had significantly higher results than 
their social Greek counterparts. On average, members received 5.023 interview preparation 
sessions and 4.307 resume/cover letter reviews compared to 3.364 and 3.045 for social groups. 
These results are slightly depressed as “7+” was the highest number respondents could select and 
many respondents selected this option. However, the results showed more business fraternity 
members selected “7+” than social fraternity/sorority members, meaning the results would have 
been even more statistically significant than not resulting in the same conclusion.  
The third explanation for why there are differences between technical skill treatment 
between business fraternities and social Greek organizations is that both fit interview preparation 
and resume/cover letter writing are broader skillsets to have as most jobs look for fit and require 
resumes and cover letters. Thus, for social Greek groups that have a more diverse membership 
base when it comes to career choice, it is actually easier to cater toward these needs even though 
fit questions may be harder to teach others and there is less observability. One testimonial states 
that her sorority is “definitely less professional focused in the business sense since [they were] 
very diverse. There are [in her fraternity] a bunch of nurses, pre-meds, lots of people studying 
psych. Just not a lot of people going into business fields.” This statement means that if someone 
was looking for technical assistance in finance in this sorority, the hit rate is lower than in a 
business fraternity. Yet, one interviewee recounted how “one girl sat down and went through my 
resume line by line” indicating this diversity in career paths does not impact the hit rate as much 
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when it comes to fit questions and resume/cover writing as these skills are broadly applicable to 
nearly any interview/recruiting cycle.  
Business fraternities also reported significantly higher differentiation of technical 
interview skill preparation and resume/cover letter writing preparation when compared to other 
activities than social groups. Business fraternity respondents reported a mean score of 4.731 for 
technical skill preparation and 4.643 for resume/cover letter preparation when asked how much 
they agreed with the statement that the help received in their business fraternity was different from 
other sources. These scores were the two highest in this part of the survey. This indicates that 
business fraternity members not only receive a valuable experience when it comes to technical 
skill prep and resume/cover letting preparation in the context of Greek, but also a differentiated 
one when compared to all other activities members are involved in. While social Greek 
organization respondents also indicated that their Greek society had some differentiation versus 
other activities, the numbers were not nearly as differentiated. One interviewee, who was involved 
with a non-cultural sorority with hundreds of sisters mentioned that sorority size had a large part 
to play. “Because a business frat was smaller, and you knew where everyone was going, it made 
things so much easier. If I wanted a technical prep, I would ask my friend who is currently at 
Moelis because Moelis is a very technical place [. . . .] In a [social] sorority you don’t know, or at 
least I don’t know who’s working where.” She goes on to say “I’m sure there are girls in [sorority 
name] who knew their stuff as well but I wouldn’t have felt as comfortable asking them [. . . .] The 
seniors [in my business fraternity] when I was a sophomore were all going into banking and were 
willing to help out to mock interview and provide tips on resumes.” These words echo earlier 
statements made about hit rates within organizations and culture. With professional success a pillar 
in business fraternities, it makes sense that everyone would know where everyone was working. 
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This information helps improve the hit rate even further. In contrast, social groups may not have 
the same sort of information. While there are people still willing to “go to bat for you”, it is more 
likely that people in business frats are better equipped to assist, helping to explain the 
differentiation seen in the responses.  
However, another explanation for the lower differentiated ratings for social Greek 
organizations could be somewhat attributed to the larger number of activities members were 
involved in. On average, professional fraternity members were involved with 0.84 other activities 
that helped in the recruitment process while that number was 1.09 for social fraternity/sorority 
members. This difference is not statistically significant (p-value of 0.232). However, if there is an 
actual difference, it could help explain the lower differentiated ratings as it is plausible that social 
members receive less differentiated value from their social groups due to participation in other 
activities that assisted them as well. The flip side of this argument; however, is that it is because 
the social group did not provide the necessary recruitment preparation, the members joined 
activities that did. The former point is supported by statements made in several testimonials about 
members in both business and social Greek organizations feeling as if they had all the help they 
needed in their business fraternity and so they didn’t utilize their social Greek organization 
connections as much. However, the latter point is also supported one interviewee revealing that 
“no one was telling me anything” which meant the interviewee needed to find other activities that 
provided recruitment help as he/she was not able to get this help from their Greek organization.  
 Finally, the survey results also saw a weak positive correlation between the perceived 
impact of a Greek organization on various recruiting-related items (i.e. technical and fit preparation, 
resume/cover letter prep) with both the number of recruitment opportunities and the perceived 
differentiation as compared to other activities. The one item bucking this trend was the impact on 
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networking with a negative correlation with technical and fit differentiation. Nevertheless, the 
positive correlation between differentiation and number of recruitment opportunities could 
indicate two things. First, the quantity of recruiting-related activities is the reason why respondents 
rate the help they received from their Greek organizations as differentiated. Second, an increased 
number of recruiting-related opportunities does not dilute the quality of each opportunity in and of 
itself and may actually boost the quality of each individual mock interview, resume/cover letter 
review, or mentorship opportunity because members of the fraternity/sorority get more practice 
providing these opportunities to recruiting members. In this case, it appears quantity of 
opportunities is actually associated with an increase in differentiation from other activities as it 
improves the quality of the opportunity. This assumes the differentiation from other activities is 
positive differentiation rather than a negative one which is a safe assumption to make given the 
correlation between differentiation and impact would have been negative if the opposite were true. 
Networking 
 Surprisingly, networking was not a statistically significant result. However, this does not 
mean business fraternities have poor alumni networks but that both social and business fraternities 
have equally strong alumni networks to rely upon. Both social and business Greek societies rated 
networking between a “Slight positive” to a “Significant positive” influence. An explanation for 
this phenomenon is that while business fraternities have a more specialized alumni network geared 
toward the business world, the breadth of interests and generally larger size of Greek groups serve 
to make up for this alumni concentration, creating equally effective networks. This explanation is 
supported by the fact that if the cultural social Greek groups are stripped out and compared to both 
social and business groups (see Table 17 and 19), the influence of cultural social organizations on 
networking is significantly lower than the other groups. As these cultural groups tend to be smaller 
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while remaining less specialized from a professional standpoint, the alumni networks are 
potentially less robust. While there is still a cultural bond between members, there is still relatively 
higher diversity of interests that is not covered by a larger alumni base like in larger Greek 
organizations. The result is a network that is spread too thin. While the results also show cultural 
social Groups have the highest number of networking opportunities of the three groups, because 
the network may not be as robust, the lower quality of the network results in a lower overall impact.  
In this instance it seems number of networking opportunities does not translate to higher impact.   
Furthermore, social Greek respondents are different from business fraternity respondents 
and their views of what makes a strong alumni network are different. Social Greek organization 
respondents were more diversified in industry interest and may not be as interested in business as 
their business fraternity counterparts. Thus, the alumni network of each group fits that group’s 
interests. From a business perspective, a business fraternity’s network may be stronger; however, 
if someone is looking for breadth, this alumni network is not a good fit. This is corroborated by a 
social sorority expert testimonial that described how she started off on the premed track and there 
were an abundance of sisters there to help with MCAT preparation and medical school advice. She 
described how even if she “wasn’t premed or pre finance there were enough sisters in the sorority 
that did non-finance and non-pre-professional things that would have been helpful” and that a lot 
of sisters who she knew would reach out to girls pursuing non-traditional career paths like 
photography when they were exploring different paths for themselves. This network characteristic 
may not be as valuable to a business fraternity member who is focused on a business field, but 
varied views on what makes a good network likely caused similar perceptions of impact for 
respondents.  
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Expert interviews also support the finding that business fraternities and non-cultural social 
fraternities/sororities are not materially different when it comes to networking. One respondent, a 
social fraternity member, mentioned that he ended up getting an internship because an alumnus 
reached out to him and set up an interview. Another described how one person from her social 
sorority gets into a bulge bracket bank each year and for the year she recruited it was her. Another 
described how being an alumna in a business fraternity really helped her professionally since a lot 
of people are in the same industry and were able to help each other out. Thus, the results show 
strong network effects across Greek organizations which not only helped in getting full-time jobs 
out of college, but also in maintaining an edge post-graduation.  
Mentorship 
 The results of the survey also shed light on the significantly stronger professional-related 
mentorship received in business fraternities as compared to social fraternities and sororities. These 
mentorship experiences help members obtain what one testimonial called the “tribal knowledge” 
necessary to succeed in recruitment. While both groups had average responses between a “Slight” 
and “Significant” positive influence in regard to “General Pre-Professional Advice” received, 
business fraternities had a significantly higher average score. Furthermore, when compared to the 
advice received from other activities, business fraternity respondents perceived the pre-
professional advice received from their fraternity to be differentiated, with an average response of 
4.357. This was also significantly higher than the 3.857 that social Greek groups scored. Finally, 
when asked the frequency of industry advice/mentorship, business fraternity members received on 
average industry mentoring 5.125 times versus 3.466 times as described by social Greek 
respondents. However, the frequency of academic-related mentoring was not a statistically 
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significant result indicating that much of the mentorship benefit lies in pre-professional advice. 
This makes sense for a number of reasons. 
 First, academic advice is generally easier to come by than industry advice. Each person 
who has taken the class one is curious about can describe tips on how to navigate the class, what 
they would have done differently or what worked, etc. While each person may not have done well 
in the class, they have still completed it and are thus quite knowledgeable on the class and the 
teacher if the same professor is teaching. This is not the case with industry advice, especially in 
the field most members go into, finance. Those going into finance, specifically investment banking, 
must learn a number of things that cannot be learned by taking a class including what the job 
actually entails, the different product and industry groups available, which firms have the strongest 
groups, the best guides and methods to prep for the recruitment process and interviews, and the 
general culture, lingo, and expectations regarding the process, from video interviews to superdays, 
among others. This knowledge is not as widespread in the sense that everyone who goes through 
recruiting is automatically qualified to talk about it and is much more difficult to find online in 
easy-to-use formats as compared to syllabi repositories and course reviews. Thus, the mentorship 
and advice received can actually be quite differentiated and varies from person to person. One 
person might have interesting insights regarding differences between bulge brackets investment 
banks versus boutique banks that another might not. In other words, industry advice is a lot more 
valuable than academic advice because it is scarcer, requires more knowledge, and is more 
differentiated. For social Greek groups that do not specialize in certain industries but have a more 
diverse student base, the quality of pre-professional advice may not be on-par with business Greek 
organizations which results in the statistically significant outcomes observed. When it comes to 
industry advice, the “inch wide – mile deep” mindset required to be sufficiently knowledgeable in 
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a certain industry, particularly finance, is far more valuable than the “inch deep – mile wide” 
mindset that may be more prevalent in a more diverse organization.  
 Additionally, according to one expert interview, since non-cultural social groups tend to 
be larger than business fraternities, mentorship opportunities are actually lessened. Due to the size 
of social non-cultural sororities in particular, the sororities were actually more skewed toward 
building relationships within one’s own grade and it required extra effort to seek out 
upperclassmen, those better equipped to be giving out advice. In comparison, in smaller 
organizations such as cultural social groups and business fraternities, upperclassmen mentorship 
opportunities were greater because everyone knew everyone in the organization, including 
upperclassmen, and thus could ask them for help with much more ease. 
Skill Development 
 The survey also assessed skills developed within Greek organizations that would prepare 
members for the workforce. Whereas in many of the recruitment preparation questions where the 
business fraternities tended to have higher scores, in this area, the ground was much more even. In 
fact, only “Creative Thinking” yielded a statistically significant result with social Greek 
organizations outperforming business fraternities. A potential explanation for this is the fact that 
social Greek groups maintain students of more diverse professional interests. Being in a more 
diverse community versus a more homogenous one from a professional mindset may foster greater 
creative thought. However, in all the interviewers where this question was posed, no explanation 
was provided suggesting Creative Thinking could also be a Type I error.  
While the rest of the section yielded no statistically significant result, it is interesting to 
note that social Greek groups had higher average career skill scores outside of job acquisition skills 
(interviewing, networking, resume/cover letter writing) with the sole exception of the “Attention 
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to Detail” skill. There is thus some evidence that suggests social Greek groups may prepare its 
members better for the job (versus recruiting for the job) than their business fraternity counterparts. 
Finally, the highest-rated skill in this section for both groups was “Relationship Building” with 
business fraternities scoring a 4.682 and social groups scoring a 4.795. The 4.795 was the highest 
score for all scores out of five in the survey. While there is no statistically significant difference 
between the two, this result illustrates the societal-aspect of both Greek organizations and the 
career-applicable skills developed from simply being a part of a community.  
Segmenting the Data 
 The paper breaks down the data to gain insights as to what could be driving the overall 
results and how results may differ for different subgroups.  Tables 2 and 3 have information 
pertaining to every subgroup breakdown with subsequent tables referring only to the section in 
which they are located. 
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Industry Post-Graduation (Finance versus Non-Finance) 
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 Since many of the respondents reported entering the field of finance after graduation, the 
paper first analyzes differences between business fraternities and social Greek 
fraternities/sororities for those going into finance and then analyzes against those that are not. 
 The results are fairly similar with both finance and non-finance members being 
significantly more prepared in resume and cover letting writing as well as seeing a differentiated 
experience when it comes to technical and pre-professional advice. However only non-finance 
members of business fraternities experienced a significantly higher number of mentoring 
opportunities and mock interviews when compared to social Greek organization counterparts. On 
the other hand, finance members in business fraternities reported significantly higher overall 
recruitment preparation than their social counterparts and were also statistically more likely to join 
a business fraternity for professional reasons and report a significantly higher level of professional 
focus than their non-finance counterparties. In both finance and non-finance cases, it appears 
members in business fraternities perceived themselves to be significantly better prepared for career 
recruiting than their social counterparts perceived themselves to be.  
 When looking for statistically significant differences comparing finance and non-finance 
members within business and social Greek organizations, the study finds very little differences 
between the two for business fraternities. This indicates that non-finance members experience 
similar recruitment benefits as finance members. The only difference is that finance respondents 
reported their technical skill preparation was significantly different as compared to their outside 
activities. This makes sense as the finance recruitment processes requires a high amount of 
technical finance knowledge as is a highly competitive field. Thus, it is reasonable for a finance 
business fraternity member to perceive having a community with many members entering the field 
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of finance to be a highly differentiated experience compared to other activities that may lack the 
willingness to help or the breadth of knowledge required to be useful.  
In contrast, when analyzing these subgroups within social Greek organizations, the results 
show non-finance members outperforming finance respondents on a number of factors including 
perceived overall recruitment preparation, networking, and a number of career skills. From a 
recruiting standpoint, members of social groups going into finance appear to have a harder time 
using their social fraternity/sorority to prepare. This could be a result of the diversity of interests 
within a social Greek organization which could disproportionately impact finance members due to 
the preparation required to be competitive in the recruiting process. Another explanation could be 
that finance members who prioritize recruitment preparation tend to join business fraternities 
instead, leading to a less professionally-minded population of finance respondents. Although not 
significantly different, the average finance response to the question about joining a 
fraternity/sorority for professional reasons was lower as compared to non-finance respondents, a 
complete reversal from business fraternities who see, at the 7% threshold, finance members joining 
more for professional reasons than non-finance members.  
In the career skills portion of the survey, finance members recorded a higher attention to 
detail when in business fraternities versus social fraternities/sororities. However, social 
fraternities/sororities had an edge over non-finance members when it came to problem-solving, 
multi-tasking, and creative thinking. Here the results again show social Greek organizations 
scoring higher on skills perceived to be necessary for career success. While figuring out if there 
are differences in career success between business fraternities and social groups is beyond the 
scope of this research paper, these differences do raise important questions including whether these 
perceived differences translate to greater job success and what, if anything, are causing these 
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reversals. An alternative explanation could be that skills such as “Creative Thinking” are more 
abstract than “Resume/Cover Letter” preparation such that respondents are unreliable in their 
responses. While the core focus of the paper is on recruitment preparation, career skill development 
is a natural next step in this research as once one obtains a job, it is important to understand the 
factors that determines whether one succeeds at it. 
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When segmenting by business school students and non-business school students, perceived 
recruitment preparation favors business school students who are in business fraternities versus 
those that are in social fraternities/sororities. Business students in business fraternities reported 
significantly higher scores in areas regarding resume and cover letter, technical, fit, and overall 
recruitment. Impact on “Other Internships” which includes sophomore year jobs, were also 
statistically higher indicating business students in business fraternities were leveraging their 
connections in the fraternity earlier on as compared to their social counterparts. Being a business 
student in a business fraternity also resulted in a higher likelihood of being influenced by the 
fraternity to pursue a certain industry. However, this result may be more correlation than causation 
as business students will be more inclined to pursue industries that business fraternities will 
promote such as finance or consulting.  
 For non-business students, there were significantly less differences between business 
fraternities and social fraternities/sororities with no significant differences regarding technical or 
fit. However, it is important to note that prior to analysis, responses that indicated zero activities 
outside of their fraternity/sorority assisted in recruitment preparation were removed. As a result, 
there were only three usable responses for non-business students for this portion of the survey 
which limits the amount of significant results. An explanation for the low usable response count 
could be that business students are generally more professionally-minded and join groups that are 
more pre-professional. Non-business students, while still involved, might pursue activities that are 
not professionally minded at all resulting in lower recorded activities that assisted in preparing 
members for the recruitment process. Another explanation could be lower participation in 
extracurricular activities in general, although of the two explanations, the first seems to be the 
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more likely explanation as school preference does not seem like a strong indicator of 
extracurricular activity participation.  
 However, it is important to note that non-business students looking to join a professional 
fraternity have other options other than business fraternities that may yield more significant 
recruitment-related results. While this study focuses mainly on the three business fraternities, there 
are a variety of professional fraternities in fields such as engineering, medicine, and law where 
non-business students can likely, based on the results of this study, get a more professional 
experience.  
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Gender Differences  
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 Male respondents saw greater differences between business fraternities and social 
fraternities/sororities than their female counterparts. The biggest difference was the statistically 
higher number of mock interviews, industry advice/mentoring opportunities, and resume and cover 
letter reviews that male respondents in business fraternities saw over their male counterparts in 
social fraternities. A number of explanations could be the reason for this. The first is that social 
sororities are more professionally-minded than social fraternities. This is supported through a 
comparison between male and female responses within the social response segment that sees a 
significantly higher level of professional focus and a higher likelihood to join a sorority for 
professional reasons than a social fraternity. Because often these mock interviews and mentorship 
opportunities are informal, it is up to the member to seek out these opportunities. If a sorority is 
more professionally-minded and the culture of the sorority is one of helping out each other 
professionally, it is more likely that there will be a higher number of mock interviews, reviews, 
networking and mentorship opportunities. This is the case, with the average social female 
responses being higher than the male counterparts in all cases except for networking opportunities, 
which is more a function of social interaction rather than specifically seeking out professional 
assistance. However, once men and women are put in the same culture, such as a co-ed business 
fraternity, men have higher average scores than their female counterparts with the exception of 
academic mentoring which is less relevant to recruiting. This indicates that social fraternities may 
downplay recruitment preparation in favor of other more socially-oriented activities versus their 
social sorority counterparts, but once men are put into a culture where recruitment assistance is 
encouraged, they receive more of it. Whether this is because men feel more comfortable asking 
for help and are thus the initiators of the action or because co-ed fraternities put a greater priority 
on helping its male members is unclear and is a point for further research.  
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 While no expert interview formally addressed the gender differences within co-ed business 
fraternities, there was discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of a co-ed fraternity. Several 
female respondents described how having a community of just women was helpful as it provided 
a plethora of strong female figures to look up to which resulted in a strong support network. This 
support network idea seemed to be compounded when combined with cultural social groups. One 
respondent noted about her cultural social Greek organization: “it’s a community of women and 
not just women, Asian American women. It provides a totally different support network that I 
didn’t realize I wanted until I got it and I realized ‘wow.’” However, there was no consensus about 
whether co-ed or single gender fraternities/sororities were better as many indicated that each had 
their own benefits and were, according to one interviewee who was both in a sorority and a 
business fraternity, “a tick in the pro column for both sides [. . . .] There wasn’t really a negative 
to either [. . . .] They were just positives in their own ways. I don’t feel like I missed out on one or 
the other.”  
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Current Students versus Alumni 
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There were two main differences observed in this analysis. The first relates to the number 
of recruiting opportunities. First, current students in business fraternities reported they received a 
statistically higher number of mock interviews, resume/cover letter reviews and mentoring 
opportunities than their current social counterparts. This was not the case in the non-current 
analysis, indicating current responses are driving the overall statistically significant results. 
Additionally, current business fraternity members in general reported a higher average number of 
recruiting opportunities than non-current business fraternity members whereas social 
fraternities/sororities results were more mixed. The most likely explanation is that graduates have 
a hazier idea of how many times they were prepped, mentored or had their resume reviewed, 
resulting in a lower total. There is also the idea that a higher number of opportunities is a result of 
a greater emphasis on professional development at the university and within fraternities and 
sororities over time. However, this does not appear to be the case as alumni scored higher than 
current students for both business and social Greek organizations when asked to rate the 
professionalism of their Greek groups and also to rate their reason for joining their respective 
groups. In the case of the level of professional focus, at least for business fraternities, this was a 
statistically significant result. Thus, a potential case could be made that graduates experienced a 
more professional culture than current students or at least perceived this to be the case. For social 
fraternities and sororities, the average number of opportunities (i.e. resume reviews, mock 
interviews, mentorship) varied by the item in question (non-current students had lower networking 
counts but higher industry mentoring counts) indicating there may not be any shift in professional 
focus historically as compared to business fraternities if assuming the explanation above.  
The second difference relates to the career skill portion of the survey. Alumni of social 
Greek groups had many more significantly higher scores in regard to these skills than current 
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students, with differences in taking initiative, relevant computer applications, problem-solving, 
multi-tasking, written communication and creative thinking. However, when compared internally 
to current social members and when looking at these traits on a whole, no one group dominated 
the other. It is; however, interesting to note that these skills were rated higher by alumni indicating 
that there may have been a translation of skills developed in a fraternity/sorority to the workplace.  
An additional point of interest is that business fraternities in general, while still maintaining 
overall lower averages as compared to their social counterparts, had higher averages within current 
students as compared to business fraternity graduates. While many of these results were not 
significant, this could suggest that business fraternity members may have thought they were 
developing skills that could be used career when in fact the skills do not translate and only when 
actually working do business fraternity members make this realization.  
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Ethnicity Differences 
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Because the vast majority of respondents identified at least partially white or Asian, the 
paper isolates both ethnic groups and compares them against non-white and non-Asian members, 
respectively. The results were fairly similar between each group and against the overall results 
indicating that ethnic background does not play a heavy role in the perceived recruitment 
preparation received in a Greek organization.  
 However, one difference worth noting is the statistically significant difference between 
business fraternities and social Greek organizations for both white and non-Asian populations 
when it comes to networking. According to the responses, both groups of respondents saw a 
significantly higher increase in networking opportunities and impact on networking in business 
fraternities when compared to social fraternities and sororities. As white and non-Asian 
respondents are comprised of similar responses, this in and of itself is not surprising. The Black 
and Hispanic responses did not have much of an impact on results as the non-Asian and white 
results were quite similar. This indicates that the networking effect is a result of higher networking 
impact and opportunities for white respondents in business fraternities versus social ones. On 
average, white respondents reported 6.472 networking opportunities in a business fraternity versus 
4.567 in a social fraternity/sorority. However, not only did white respondents in business 
fraternities score higher than their white counterparts in social fraternities/sororities, but in general 
white responses reported higher networking effects. In the paper’s analysis of white versus non-
white respondents in a business fraternity, white respondents had significantly better scores for the 
number of networking opportunities and the impact on networking. The results are supported in 
the Asian versus non-Asian breakdown, with the non-Asian group, comprised primarily of white 
responses, being significantly higher on the number of networking opportunities and the 
uniqueness of the networking. On the social side, the white and non-Asian groups significantly 
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outperform on the question about a fraternity/sorority’s impact on networking. This phenomenon 
suggests that even within fraternities and sororities, certain ethnic groups are able to network more 
effectively than others. There may in fact be cliques, based on a number of factors, within 
fraternities and sororities that are more successful than the fraternity/sorority on average is at 
recruiting. The finding that white respondents perceive themselves to perform better at networking 
than other ethnic groups may also be because many industries, including finance, are white-
dominated which makes it easier due to cultural similarities for white members in general to 
network their way into the industry.  
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Citizenship Differences (US versus Non-US) 
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 Because there were so few international responses from social fraternities and sororities, 
the paper is only able to analyze differences between US citizens of business and social Greek 
groups. Because this subsection is such a large portion of the total response, the results capture all 
statistically significant results found in the overall sample.  
 The analysis between US citizens and non-US Citizens within business fraternities (Table 
2) similarly indicated that citizenship plays a small role in the amount of recruitment preparation 
received in a fraternity or sorority, although more data would be needed to conduct a more robust 
analysis on this topic. 
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Cultural and Non-Cultural Social Differences 
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 Finally, when breaking down the social Greek responses by cultural social and non-cultural 
social, there are some interesting differences. First, when looking at these segments in relation to 
business fraternities, business fraternities still maintain a competitive edge when it comes to 
interview preparation. However, through this breakdown, it is revealed that the higher scores that 
social Greek groups have in the career skill portion of the survey are largely tied to the cultural 
social Greek organizations. Non-cultural social Greek organizations have no significantly higher 
traits when tested against business fraternities while cultural groups have higher scores in creative 
thinking, multi-tasking, problem-solving, taking initiative, written communications, time 
management, leadership/teamwork, and developing other positive aspects about oneself. 
Additionally, when compared against each other, cultural social groups were also significantly 
more professionally focused than non-cultural social groups. There is something to be said about 
a group being unified through culture and how that could create a stronger bond to mutually 
succeed professionally. The significant results regarding being white in relation to networking 
described in the section above supports this inclination. Thus, while cultural organizations have 
no professional mandate, the nature of being unified by a common thread may indirectly boost the 
professional side as well. As many creeds of these organizations are to advocate for and promote 
the interests of minority groups, it is natural that part of this effort would translate into an effort to 
improve professional success. On the flip side, non-cultural social groups did score higher on 
networking, which can be explained by typically larger and more diverse alumni bases.  
If someone is trying to choose between a cultural social and non-cultural social 
fraternity/sorority purely on a recruitment and career standpoint, outside of the network aspect, it 
appears cultural social groups may have more of a culture of professionalism and career skill 
development than non-social groups which make it more conducive toward recruitment.  
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FUTURE RESEARCH AND STUDY LIMITATIONS 
 
The results of this study support the notion that business fraternities outperform social 
Greek organizations. However, there is nuance in the results that deserve to be researched and 
analyzed in the future as well as statements made by interviewees that need further validation 
before acceptance. Many of these nuances tie into larger social themes such as gender and ethnic 
differences that make this study a microcosm for the community at large.  
Other future avenues of research include analyzing further the breakdown between cultural 
and non-cultural social Greek organizations as well as whether or not the identified skills translate 
to the job and to what extent. In the free response “Other” section of the survey, respondents filled 
in that being a part of a social fraternity/sorority inspired “Confidence” and provided “Social 
Support” while, for professional fraternities, one respondent indicated that it increased the 
“Pressure to do well.” While these results were not explicitly tested for, they serve as inspiration 
for future research regarding the potential positive and negative effects of Greek life. 
A more robust survey that encompasses more Greek groups and yields more responses is 
the ideal next step as the number of usable responses in this study represent a subsegment of the 
Greek life at Penn and at universities around the world that may not accurately reflect all social 
and business fraternities/sororities. The responses in this study are also subject to certain biases 
that may limit the integrity of the results concluded. Additionally, while this study chose to analyze 
business fraternities in general, there are a multitude of other professional Greek groups as well as 
similar-purpose organizations such as honor societies that were not included and maybe should 
have been as social groups cater to a much broader population than do business fraternities which 
limits the comparability of the two groups. There is much to improve on this study, but the hope 
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is that bringing attention to the different groups within Greek life is the first step toward more 
thorough research on the topic moving forward.  
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Historically, researchers have taken various positions both on what will best position 
people for professional achievement and on whether fraternities and sororities are a benefit to the 
college experience. Compared to the lack of research on recruitment preparation and several 
studies on career success, the research on Greek life is quite significant. However, there has been 
less research on how Greek life prepares its members for job recruitment, and next to no research 
on the impact of business fraternities specifically. When research on Greek organizations is done, 
it is largely focused on social Greek groups. It is not often clear if professional fraternities are 
lumped into these studies.  
As improved career prospects have remained a key reason why people attend college in the 
first place and since business fraternities are by nature pre-professional, to investigate the 
relationship between the two is natural. Indeed, recruitment preparation has played a large part in 
the growth of these professional fraternities as the job market has become increasingly competitive 
with some of the more coveted jobs receiving record applications. Goldman Sachs, one of the most 
prestigious banks on Wall Street, received over 313,000 applications for 9,700 positions, a 3.1% 
hire rate (Goldman Sachs Presentation). This study is the first of its kind to analyze Greek 
organizational differences in the context of recruitment preparation, finding that business 
fraternities are significantly better at recruitment preparation, particularly when it comes to 
technical question preparation, resumes/cover letters, and industry mentoring, but not when it 
comes to networking or fit question preparation. 
The findings from this paper could create a new standard for other researchers who look at 
Greek organizations: that they analyze different types of Greek organizations independently. 
Additionally, it could significantly impact which Greek group college freshmen and sophomores 
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decide to join. Furthermore, business fraternities are increasing their presence on campuses – Phi 
Gamma Nu grew 171% from 2014-15 and the largest business fraternity, Alpha Kappa Psi, stands 
at 163,538 members strong – suggesting that it is time to begin seriously considering the effects 
not only of Greek life on recruitment preparation, but specifically business fraternities (2014-15: 
A Year in Review; At a Glance). This study could be the foundation for a whole new discussion 
regarding different types of Greek organizations. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A: Business Fraternity Correlation Table  
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Appendix B: Social Fraternity/Sorority Correlation Table 
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